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In Defense of Cities: On Negative
Presentation of Urban Areas in
Environmental Preference Studies
Anu Besson
Abstract
This paper critiques a common research method, image-based
studies, in assessing environmental references. The method is
used, in particular, in the elds of environmental psychology,
landscape studies, and health studies, here called empirical
environmental preference studies or EEP studies. I argue that
the established view in the EEP eld that nature is inherently
experienced as more aesthetically appealing and restorative
than urban environments may be biased because of the imagebased method. This paper presents a literature review of EEP
studies, discussing them in a framework of environmental and
everyday aesthetics. The conclusion is that EEP studies may strip
cities of their physical, socio-cultural, and aesthetic layers; and
comparing nature and cities as places of restoration may be
unfruitful as our relationship with nature and urban
environments is dissimilar.
Key Words
aesthetics of ambience; aesthetics of engagement;
environmental aesthetics; environmental preference studies;
multi-sensory experience; urban environments
1. Introduction
Aesthetics of urban environment are primarily studied in the
elds of architecture and placemaking; sociology; consumer
studies and marketing; everyday and environmental aesthetics;
and empirical environmental preference studies, or EEP studies.
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[1] My focus is on the EEP eld, which aims to identify universal
preferences and has generated the largest body of empirical
data and the most negative views about cities. I examine how
cities are typically studied, presented, and discussed in that eld
by reviewing studies by in uential researcher Roger Ulrich and
twenty EEP studies by other researchers. My focus is on
examining the relationship between common study methods,
image-based and in-situ, and their results. The main question is
how reliably a two- dimensional image can convey an
experience of temporal, spatial, and somatic dimensions of
environment.
Image-based studies are surveys where subjects are asked to
rate images or videos of pre-selected environments on a given
scale, for example, based on their perceived aesthetic appeal or
restorativeness. Environments that enable recovery from
mental fatigue or stress are called restorative. To ensure that
study subjects share a comparable emotional baseline, a
common research pre-step is to induce stress, usually via
cognitive task-executing or negatively arousing imagery.[2] The
required presence of stress stems from the presumption that
preferred environments have calming rather than arousing
qualities because negative arousal, including stress, may have
negative mental or physical health implications. In-situ studies
typically comprise interviews with or observations of subjects in
a studied environment. A common supplementary research
method is data cross-mapping.[3]
For the past decades, EEP studies have focused on the
importance of our access to nature because of the hypothesis
that humans innately prefer nature—in this context, greenery
and water—over arti cial environments.[4] Presumably, we nd
nature more appealing than cities because of evolutionary or
biological reasons. What has aided our species’ survival in the
past is viewed as restorative and, hence, aesthetically attractive.
Consequently, it must be bene cial for us to live surrounded by
nature or in nature-imitating settings.[5] Concurrently, a body of
studies has emerged about the harms and risks of city life.[6]
Cities are seen to contain personal stressors related to social
interactions, identity, and ful llment of needs, in addition to
external stressors such as pollution, noise, crowds, and other
negative aesthetics.[7] It has become mainstream knowledge
that nature has substantial positive impact, exceeding that of
cities, on our mental, physical, and emotional well-being.[8]
In an attempt to identify the most preferred, bene cial, or least
harmful environments, EEP studies typically focus on external
stress by asking what in the physical environment causes,
reduces, or restores us from it.[9] But, given that an increasing
number of people holiday in or move to cities year after year,
https://contempaesthetics.org/2019/11/08/article-861/
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[10] the juxtaposition of positively experienced nature and
negatively experienced cities appears simplistic. I examine the
empirical evidence about cities being perceived de facto as less
aesthetically attractive than nature and contextualize my
ndings in the framework of everyday and environmental
aesthetics and cultural history.
2. On experiencing environment aesthetically
Can the aesthetics of a landscape be conveyed by an image?
This has for long been a pertinent question in aesthetics, and it
inevitably evokes other questions such as: what is the nature of
aesthetic experience, and what senses could or should
participate in an aesthetic experience? Environmental and
everyday aesthetics have expanded our view on what can be
experienced aesthetically, including how all senses and di erent
cognitive aspects can participate in it.[11] Speci cally, Allen
Carlson and Arnold Berleant have criticized equating landscapes
with images and attempts to quantify features or qualities of
environments to calculate their aesthetic value.[12] A summary
of the relevant discussion is provided by Marta Tafalla and Ira
Newman.[13]
Since the 1970s, it has been a widespread practice in the EEP
eld to formalistically study the environment, focusing on
colors, shapes, and forms, in an attempt to quantify the
aesthetic value of environments. This links to the era’s
prominent theory in art criticism, formalism.[14] It also draws
from the idea of positive aesthetics; nature only or primarily has
positive aesthetic qualities such as order, balance, unity, and
harmony, whereas arti cial environments possess these in rarer
instances. Positive aesthetics have been debated and also
opposed in environmental aesthetics but the approach remains
strong in the EEP eld, in particular among the supporters of
biophilia.[15] Carlson argues that the attempt to view
landscapes as art is inherently awed because by doing so some
parts of nature are not positively experienced and this approach
does not include ecological value.[16]
Berleant, in turn, argues that experiencing environment
aesthetically is about engagement, not about two- dimensional
static representation. Engagement means being embodied by
and interacting with one’s surroundings. Cognitive and
experiential meanings—knowledge-based and lived-through
associations, bodily stances and intimations—are
complementary and necessary aspects of aesthetic experience.
Similarly, our beliefs, values, and attitudes participate in the
process of interpreting and structuring the experience;
“environment is an interrelated and interdependent union of
people and place” and that is why “we cannot discover the
aesthetic value of [an environment] … from an accumulation of
https://contempaesthetics.org/2019/11/08/article-861/
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particular amenities.”[17] Berleant suggests that in assessing
aesthetic qualities we ought to move beyond the objects of
assessment to the experience itself.[18]
If environments should not be viewed as art or focusing on the
scenic, what, then, makes them attractive or unattractive?
Berleant discusses modes of negative environmental aesthetics.
Regarding built environment, his examples are commercial strip
developments and shopping malls that assault the senses
because of their vulgarity, marketing hyperbole, visual shrillness,
and false or contrived aesthetic features, such as cheap
imitations of valuable materials. Berleant’s other modes of
negative aesthetics are: the banal, lack of imagination or new
possibilities; the dull, clumsy technique or shallow imagination;
the unful lled, the “scarring misuse and lost possibilities;” the
inappropriate, not t for its purpose or surroundings; and the
trivializing and the deceptive, such as “cliché-ridded pastiches”
from history. Possibly the most harmful mode of negative
aesthetics is the destructive, such as constructions that divide or
repress socially.[19]
Approaching aesthetic appeal from a di erent angle, Yuriko
Saito discusses the aesthetics of ambience and atmosphere:
how we experience a situation as a whole, appraising its
ingredients, such as the blend of tactile, visual, auditory, and
somatic elements. According to Saito, sometimes parts t
together to give rise to a satisfying experience, whereas at other
times a mismatch is a dissonance, for example, hearing Italian
music in a traditional Japanese restaurant. The same element
may be satisfying in one setting but dissatisfying in another. A
fast food restaurant may t into an urban landscape but not in
natural scenery. Aesthetics of ambience links to “the sense of
place,” the recognizable, anticipated, or unique mix of
sensations and perceptions. The aesthetics of ambience is also
about the appropriateness of elements to the context and
situation, such as seasonal decorations.[20]
Saito raises another essential angle to experiencing the
environment aesthetically, demonstrated by the Japanese
practice of expressing one’s sensitivity and considerateness via
the sensuous appearance of artifacts and actions, or, how one
behaves or makes things to convey one’s caring attitude and to
give aesthetic joy.[21] Although the Western culture, in general,
does not go to similar lengths in sensitive consideration as
Japanese culture, this social aesthetic element is crucial in
everyone’s everyday life. How we behave and show
consideration or inconsideration towards others’ aesthetic
sensibility a ects our experience of the world. This is
particularly salient where masses congregate, including cities.
3. Environmental preference studies
https://contempaesthetics.org/2019/11/08/article-861/
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To examine how cities are viewed in the EEP eld, I discuss a
range of studies by in uential researcher Roger Ulrich and a
literature review of twenty EEP studies from other researchers. I
aim to provide an overview on a) what has in uenced the
development of the consensus about cities as less attractive
environments than nature; and b) what is the current
perception or presentation of cities in this eld.
Ulrich has researched the positive e ects of nature since the
1970s. His perhaps most famous nding is that viewing nature
through a window appears to speed recovery after surgery.[22]
Ulrich is interested in the stress-reducing or health-inducing
e ects of nature as experienced via, for example, posters,
windows, pot plants, hospital gardens and virtual imagery.[23]
His focus follows his 1979 ndings that revealed that stressed
individuals feel better after viewing images of nature but sadder
and more aggressive after viewing images of urban
environment. He surveyed 100 images, half from nature, half
from commercial and industrial areas in the US, and
commented: “no people or animals were visible in either the
nature or urban collections. The absence of people probably
increased the pleasantness levels of the urban as well as nature
scenes.”[24] The study excluded residential and sacred places to
avoid potential “emotional bias.”
Since Ulrich’s 1979 study, a large body of research has emerged
corroborating Ulrich’s view that built environments are more
stress- inducing or less restorative than nature, as summarized
by Ana Karinna Hidalgo: “cities aim to provide people with
environments that improve their quality of life. However, cities,
and speci cally streets, produce urban stressors that threaten
the ability of people to restore themselves from stress and
mental fatigue.”[25] The common conclusion in the EEP eld is
that people do not yet possess evolved capabilities to appreciate
or adapt to city life and urban environments, hence we need
respite in “our original home,” nature.
My literature review that informs this paper consists of ten
image-based and ten in-situ studies, listed in Attachment 1.[26]
The key ndings of the studies can be grouped into four
categories: social aspects, greenery, place attachment and
multisensory experience, and formal aesthetic features. Overall,
I noted several problematic aspects in the reviewed studies.
Image-based studies tended to focus on formal qualities, such
as colors, forms, and lines; some researchers even enhanced
this focus by only supplying monochromatic images to the
subjects (Shi et al., 2014).[27] De nitions for ‘urban’ and ‘natural’
environments were not consistent. For example, each city study
assessed di erent parts of cities, including plazas, heritage
areas, scenic harbors, aerial views, pocket parks, high-tra c
https://contempaesthetics.org/2019/11/08/article-861/
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corridors, and empty streets, whereas nature images ranged
from woodlands to pastoral and parkland sites.
All city images contained vegetation ranging from very little to
abundant, some city images contained waterfronts or water
features, and all urban environments were a ected by nature,
at minimum by weather and season.[28] In contrast, nature
photos nearly always depicted some human in uence, such as
walking paths or signs of agriculture. In 1979, Ulrich excluded
humans and animals from his images, and this approach is still
in use.[29] My literature review was not able to establish
whether people and animals were systematically included or
excluded, as it was not consistently addressed in the studies, but
exclusion appeared more likely.[30] Below, I discuss the four
main themes that emerged in the literature review a ecting the
environmental aesthetic experience.

3.1. Social aspects
The restorativeness of a place appeared to mostly arise from
the experience of fascination (Tro a & Fornara, 2011) that was
provided by nature but also by places of social interaction, such
as cafés and restaurants (Lorenzo et al., 2016), along with
historical or social areas including waterfronts, pedestrian
streets, and public squares, in particular where these were
combined with urban greenery (Bornioli, 2018). Subjects of lowanxiety personality types experienced hectic urban
environments as equally or more restorative than nature
(Newman & Brooks, 2014), whereas green spaces depleted in
restorative value where they became crowded (Bornioli, 2018).
These ndings indicate that fascination and social interaction
are interlinked and pertinent to restoration and aesthetic
appeal. These ndings are poignant, considering the approach
to exclude people from studied images. The purpose of the
exclusion is to direct attention to the xed and permanent
elements. However, just as nature is by de nition organic, our
everyday experience of the city is not solely or primarily about
the immutable. Jane Jacobs and Jan Gehl have argued from the
1960s that vibrant street life is what makes a city, and the
current placemaking movement demonstrates how this
resonates with today’s city planners and communities.[31] It can
be argued that images without people present nature as
“supposed to be” but cities as “not supposed to be”. Cities exist
for social interaction, and the eeriness of empty streets is
evident in horror entertainment. Films like 28 Days Later (2001),
video games like Fallout (series from 1997-), and documentaries
about Chernobyl revolve around the thrilling horror of
desolation of once-lively places. This fascination may arise from
the negative sublime of contemplation of destruction, but the
https://contempaesthetics.org/2019/11/08/article-861/
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abnormality of abandonment is the cornerstone of the
experience.
If cities are not meant to be empty, they are not appreciated if
they are over-crowded, either. Hidalgo identi ed “crowded” and
“noisy” as qualities of public space that can cause irritability and
other negative e ects.[32] But, the experience of a crowd is
context-dependent. Being stuck in rush hour and celebrating the
New Year’s Eve in a crowd are entirely di erent experiences.
People are drawn together for events to share and be
in uenced by others’ emotions. Creating reasons for gatherings
is one of the main objectives of urban (re)vitalization.[33] Where
is the line between vibrancy and negative crowding? Referring to
Saito’s aesthetics of ambience and parts forming the whole, this
appears culture- and situation-dependent. What parts and what
whole do we wish to experience? For example, young people
ock in the fashion district of Harajuku, Tokyo, so tightly it is
hard to weave through. For the uninitiated, Harajuku is an urban
nightmare, but for the teenagers, the more the merrier.[34] In
contrast, Bornioli found that crowded green spaces deplete in
restorative potential, and this, I suggest, is because it clashes
with our expectation about “appropriate,” that is, quiet and
serene, nature.

3.2. Greenery
Stressed subjects rated nature as more beautiful and restorative
than cities or an empty room, but the di erence in ratings
diminished where subjects were not stressed. Furthermore, the
restorative potential depended on compatibility between the
environment and subject, such as expectations and personal
preferences (van den Berg et al., 2003; Newman & Brooks, 2014;
Hartig &Staats, 2006; Berto et al., 2015; Sahlin et al., 2016). In
urban greenery, dense yet maintained canopy and shrubbery
were the most preferred (Suppakittpaisarn, 2018). City dwellers
who had access to greenery and waterfronts were more
satis ed with their city than those who lacked them (Yilmaz,
2015), and city dwellers were more willing to accept high-density
development if increased tree cover and information about
sustainability were also provided (Cheng et al., 2017). However,
in selecting urban walking routes, subjects prioritized low speed
limit, low tra c volume, and upkeep over greenery (van
Cauwenberg et al., 2016).
Although the a nity for greenery was evident in my literature
review, none of the studies sought to discuss potential reasons
for disliking the lack of greenery beyond any evolution- or
biology-based points. Empty parking lots and sandy deserts are
scant in greenery and water, yet people travel to see deserts but
not parking lots. The over-familiarity of parking lots compared to
the rarity of deserts does not explain the di erence, because
https://contempaesthetics.org/2019/11/08/article-861/
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people living in deserts can nd them beautiful whereas people
living surrounded by parking lots rarely nd them beautiful.[35]
In a Western context, the usual urban areas that most often lack
greenery are for industrial, utility, storage, or high-volume tra c
use. The lack of greenery in such a place signals that it is a
culturally coded non-place, not meant for anyone’s social or
aesthetic enjoyment.[36] The usage of such places usually
means monotonic, uninteresting design, and the lack of points
of fascination, such as detail-richness or presence of other
people to observe. I suggest that the lack of aesthetic
considerateness is one reason for the lack of aesthetic appeal of
non-green areas, discussed further in Section 3.4.
Conversely, too much greenery can be experienced as
unpleasant or even threatening, evidenced by the common
practice in Western cities to trim, prune, and keep urban
vegetation under control for aesthetic and safety reasons.[37]
Plenty has been written about how romanticism a ected how
we see wilderness as a source of recreational and aesthetic
pleasure instead of a source of unpredictability and danger.[38]
We have a millennia-long history of appreciating scenic,
picturesque, and tamed nature.[39] It could even be asked
whether urban greenery is a more reliable or appropriate
source for aesthetic pleasure than wild nature because
manicured greenery rarely has connotations of anything
threatening. I suggest that the aesthetic pleasure associated
with urban greenery is, at least partially, drawn from the blend
or balance of natural and arti cial elements: the composition
and contrast of the permanent and xed versus the organic and
changeable. I propose that the interplay of nature and urban
elements is an essential part of the appeal of good-quality urban
areas, as seen in Image 1.

Photograph by the author, Perth, Australia.
https://contempaesthetics.org/2019/11/08/article-861/
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3.3. Place attachment and multisensory experience
Restoration appears to arise from place attachment and positive
memories, connotations, and knowledge of the place (Maulan et
al., 2006; Vidal et al., 2012). For example, favorite places of
young adults, from most to least mentioned, were a private
home, restaurant/city center, nature, and a sports facility,
because favorite place supports the sense of identity as well as
attention-recovery (Korpela, 1991). Urban landscape
preferences were in uenced by personal feelings, knowledge,
memories, and multisensory experience of that place; urban
places that provided interaction between people and place and
contained signs of history and traditions were perceived as
aesthetically attractive (Ginzarly & Teller, 2018).
In in-situ studies, people nd positive qualities, including
aesthetic appeal and restorativeness, in socially active,
historically meaningful or sensory-rich urban environments,
whereas in image-based studies, nature nearly always outranks
urban environments.[40] This appears to re ect the research
position and viewing convention, criticized by Carlson and
Berleant, where images of landscapes are looked at as art or in
expectation of scenic or picturesque content. I suggest that
because of this convention we are more accustomed to viewing
nature as scenic images—landscape art, postcards, holiday
photos —than urban locations, which are not all scenic yet may
o er other positive aesthetic qualities, such as sounds, scents,
and ambience when experienced in-situ. Agreeing with Berleant,
I suggest that the discrepancy between the results of imagebased and in-situ studies stems from the fact that viewing an
image and attending to a multisensory, spatial, temporal
location are di erent experiences, and it is misguided not to
critically consider the importance of embodiment in the EEP
studies.
The image-based method is not the only study method in the
EEP eld. Are image-based studies problematic, if other
methods, such as in-situ studies or data cross-mapping, produce
similar results? Here we must consider whether di erent
methods accumulate causal or merely parallel information. For
example, cross- mapping crime statistics and percentage of
greenery in a city may not indicate the restorative e ect of
nature but the fact that poor or socially problematic areas tend
to receive less attention and funding for good-quality green
spaces. To illustrate, in images 2 and 3 the quantity of greenery
is approximately the same, that is, on a map their greenery
statistics would be nearly identical, yet the aesthetic experience
di ers based on the architecture and street layout. Each study
method’s strengths and weaknesses should be critically
assessed and the results carefully examined for whether they
https://contempaesthetics.org/2019/11/08/article-861/
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support other studies’ ndings or merely correlate, without
causation.

Photographs by the author, Perth, Australia.

3.4. Formal aesthetic features

Plenty of interest in the EEP eld is directed to formalistic
questions, such as identifying preferred shapes, lines, and
colors. For example, subjects preferred stylistically uni ed
streetscapes even if they preferred other architectural styles in
individual locations (Stamps III, 1994); city dwellers preferred
open urban spaces with pathways, visual connection to adjacent
spaces, and clear and navigable spatial structure (Shi et al.,
2014); a barren, chaotic, monotonous and ugly highway corridor
was perceived to visually improve with planted trees (Alabi
&Oriola, 2014); pollution, population density, tra c, and lack of
greenery were experienced as stressful (Yilmaz, 2015); and the
most appreciated green elements were manicured, well-kept, or
picturesque over untouched nature (Khew et al., 2014).
https://contempaesthetics.org/2019/11/08/article-861/
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The positive aesthetic qualities were identi ed as uni ed,
manicured, well-kept, picturesque, and navigable, and negative
qualities were crowded, chaotic, barren, monotonic, and ugly.
Undoubtedly, as discussed by Berleant, cities harbor negative
aesthetics, including visual chaos, sensory overload, or utterly
bland places. The negativity associated with cities does not
appear to simplistically arise from the lack of natural elements
because the subjects appreciated manicured, urban greenery
over untouched nature. Rather, as Berleant argues, we tend to
dislike places that restrict our imagination, aesthetic enjoyment,
exploration, and expansion.[41] I suggest that places we usually
perceive as unattractive are meant primarily for machines or
economic e ciency, such as motorways, utility, storage, and
bulk commercial areas, rather than for people’s social, cultural,
or aesthetic enjoyment, and the purpose and interlinked
appearance of such places limits the positive “expansive”
experiences discussed by Berleant.
A similar point is found in Saito’s discussion about aesthetic
considerateness. Saito argues that the appearance of a thing
communicates our intentions, that is, how much we care about
others’ aesthetic sensibility. For example, in Image 4, a building
on the right appears a monotonous bulk product, whereas the
building on the left appears hand-crafted, hence more
aesthetically considerate. I suggest that the places Berleant calls
“restrictive” and Saito calls aesthetically inconsiderate are
experienced as unattractive because they do not convey
positive, if any, consideration for aesthetic sensibility. This does
not mean such places cannot be made aesthetically considerate.
In Australia, a mass-scale mall revitalization wave is underway,
usually including a facelift with art, design, and greenery; and
Mexico City is becoming renowned for its initiative for vertical
gardens, plants covering bland concrete highway structures.[42]

Photograph by the author, Perth, Australia.
https://contempaesthetics.org/2019/11/08/article-861/
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4. City as an aesthetic problem
Place attachment, positive memories and connotations, and
multisensory experience signi cantly in uence environmental
preference, and image-based surveys tend to lead to landscapes
being assessed as artworks, whereas in-situ methods capture
also other aesthetic and restorative qualities (Maulan et al.,
2006, and Vidal et al., 2012). Likewise, my literature review
identi ed that subjects appeared to treat image-based studies
as assessments of scenic or picturesque qualities of images. It is
conceivable that the long-held convention of looking at
landscapes as art gears subjects to seek scenic qualities in
images of nature, whereas other aesthetic qualities, including
scents, sounds, and ambience, may be more pertinent in urban
environments than scenic appeal. In light of this, we need to
question the apparent ndings of EEP eld that city poses an
aesthetic problem because it contains more negative than
positive aesthetics.
Cities indisputably can cause sensory overload or deprivation.
Ulrich discovered that subjects found industrial and commercial
environments, mainly parking lots and strip malls, aesthetically
unappealing. Berleant argues that certain commercial
environments are aesthetically o ensive and ugly because of
the incoherence, gaudy signage, banality, kitsch, and engineered
anxieties and discomfort arising from overbearing sensations.
[43] Nevertheless, it needs to be recognized that cities o er
aplenty to experience positively. Many architects and experts of
aesthetics seem to nd malls vulgar and unattractive, whereas
consumers seem to enjoy the social and aesthetic experience
they can o er.[44] Is this a question of taste or development of
taste? I suggest it is more about perspective. Anna Kortelainen
has discussed how department stores in the 1800s were the
rst public spaces designed for and freely accessible to women:
Women took the city in a rebellious
way when they rushed into the department store without
chaperones and could
stroll around, experiencing sensuous pleasures… At the other
side of the
counter were the saleswomen, the “queens of the working
class”…
Department store still is a women’s world, a sanctuary in a
hostile city space…
Department store holds promises about self-actualization and
sensuous
femininity, forbidden passions and even crime, but rst and
foremost about
women’s culture, unwritten history of women.[45]
https://contempaesthetics.org/2019/11/08/article-861/
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Commercial spaces highlight the arti cial division between
interiors and exteriors of a city when in reality they are
intertwined and porous. When experts of architecture assess
public space, they often focus on the external such as the façade
and streetscapes, whereas the everyday experience of the city is
about both, indoors and outdoors. Cities are a constellation of
buildings of di erent services. The overall aesthetic experience
about urban environment does not switch on and o when we
enter or exit buildings. Shops, restaurants, and cafes entice us
precisely with the promise of sensuous pleasures, aesthetic
appeal, and the relationship we can have with these places.
Focusing on facades and exteriors does not tell the whole story
of experiencing a city.
Currently, EEP studies concentrate on the healing power of
nature. This is important but unnecessarily dichotomizing;
nature as gardens and parks has been a building block of cities
for millennia.[46] During the past two centuries, the interest in
urban greenery has peaked. The tree-lined boulevards of Paris,
since their establishment in 1853, became imitated by other
cities. The rst urban parks in the US, “pleasure grounds” for the
wealthy, emerged in 1850. From 1900 onwards, many cities built
“reform parks”, healthy outdoors for the working class. Since the
1930s, parks and sporting ovals have become essential
recreational facilities. The goal of urban greenery has been,
from the beginning, to reform and improve city and its
residents. For example Joseph Strutt, the creator of the rst
public park in the UK, the Arboretum, in 1840, expected it to
deliver “social improvements, develop the working class’ moral
conduct… and enhance their industriousness.”[47] The need to
bring nature to cities speaks of the long-standing tendency to
dichotomize nature and built environment, seeing the former as
positive and the latter as negative, when it is more accurate to
think of nature and city as parallel, intertwined, and
complementary.
The still-held idea of positive nature versus negative cities partly
arises from the EEP studies suggesting that subjects tend to
become mentally and physically restored in nature faster or
more fully than in urban settings, or, conversely, urban settings
appear to cause various negative e ects, including stress.
However, this polarization is problematic because nature and
cities exist for a “di erent purpose” in our mind. Nature is
‘’meant to” be serene and without people, whereas cities are
“meant to” be vibrant, with people. Comparing a place we
understand to be for recreation, exercise, or introspection to a
place of social interactions, rules, and burdens may be a false
equivalent to start with. My literature review identi ed that
stressed individuals found nature more beautiful and
restorative than urban environment, whereas for the less
https://contempaesthetics.org/2019/11/08/article-861/
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stressed, this correlation became statistically unclear.[48] This
indicates that aesthetic appeal links to the inner state of the
subject. We are not always stressed; for example, on a city
holiday it appears quite possible to enjoy the urban aesthetics.
In 1979, Ulrich focused on commercial and industrial areas as a
representation of “city,” whereas my literature review found that
“city” can mean very di erent parts of it. My concern is that
studies about cities may be biased if we understand places of
utilitarian, bulk commercial, vehicular, or storage purposes as
more quintessentially urban than places where aesthetic
considerations are more pronounced or positive, such as sacred
or heritage areas, pedestrian streets, or upmarket shopping
areas. There are also other issues that are currently not
discussed in the EEP eld. For example, can a city heal us from
nature in some instances, as when we seek shelter from
miserable weather or dark and cold winter season? Do rural and
urban residents see cities in a di erent aesthetic light, and how
does that light change, depending on subjective circumstances,
such as mental and emotional state, expectations, and so on?
Based on my review, I suggest that cities are perceptually rich
environs with a wide scale of positive and negative aesthetics.
Reducing an environment to a two-dimensional static image
appears to disproportionally disadvantage cities because of the
convention of viewing nature as art or scenic imagery, whereas
the positive experience of cities appears to largely arise from
multisensory aesthetic experience and place attachment,
including memories, sense of history, and social connections.
Another angle that disadvantages cities is the EEP eld’s search
for restorative environments, focusing on recreation at the
expense of other areas in life. Cities are experienced in a
multitude of other positive ways, such as thrilling, explorative,
productive, and even ironic, through work/study/services. For
example, a social media group, “Perth aesthetics”, in Australia
has 6,300 members whose daily online photos of Perth, often
induced with nostalgia and humor, explore the aesthetics of
ugliness, such as the gaudy signage or bland or incoherent strip
malls criticized by Berleant.[49]
5. Concluding comments
Is it accurate to say that cities are less aesthetically appealing or
less restorative than nature? My review indicates the answer
depends upon a number of variables. Image-based and in-situ
studies appear to generate di erent, even con icting, results,
questioning the usability of image-based methods in studying
multisensory, temporal, and spatial experience. Focusing on
biology- or evolution-based explanations for environmental
preference attens the aesthetics of cities.
https://contempaesthetics.org/2019/11/08/article-861/
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It is conceivable that some universal environmental preferences
can exist, given our shared biological needs. But considering an
example of eating reveals how nuanced our responses to
biological needs can be. We all must eat, but what one considers
the best form of nutrition depends signi cantly on personal,
cultural, socio- economic, and aesthetic reasons. For example,
eating insects may be natural to one person but utterly
repulsive to another. Diets are an area, like the EEP eld, where
discussion revolves around the most natural or bene cial
choices. Yet, diet choices such as the “natural” paleo diet are far
from settled and hotly debated among experts and laypeople.
[50]
I do not dispute the importance of urban greenery but wish to
point out that if nature’s bene ts and cities’ harms are taken as
a juxtaposition, this may result in unintended consequences: 1)
negative labelling of cities may lead to urban sprawl and
rejecting higher-density planning, with negative impacts on
nature; 2) reliance on biology- and evolution-based explanations
renders our responses to di erent environments largely
automatic, leaving little space for discussion on any other
viewpoints; and 3) if we categorically understand nature
bene cial and cities harmful, we are less inclined to analyze
qualitative di erences between di erent kinds of nature and
urban environments.[51] Such consequences are sure to
mislead and impoverish the otherwise rich and diverse
experiences of urban environments.[52]
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